
BASTIAN LEE JONES
Bastian Lee Jones is a young talented musician ... Ah, that is what you always read when you 
get messages and letters from artists or managers. Of course it is always a young talented artist.

What is different about Bastian?

Bastian Lee Jones knows how to inspire with his songs and his gift as an entertainer.
He is a wanderer between worlds. As a perfectionist, he studied musicology, ethnomusicology 
and marketing.

His soul, torn between three cultures at last united in his name. Bastian stands for the German, 
Lee for the Asian and Jones for the Irish.This is also reflected in his lyrics, sometimes melancholic 
and sometimes exuberant and full of life, but always stirring.
His live performances are legendary, especially his iconic and unique living room concerts are 
celebrated with charm and creativity.

After his time as a member of the legendary „Schöneberger Sängerknaben“, numerous prizes 
for his performances in the youth and under its previous name Kian Lee, he founded his own la-
bel „EARMErecords“ and released his first concerts. He works as a PR consultant, music coach, 
photographer and musician and hosted the show „Kunst Gegen Berlin“ at the Volksbühne / 
Green Salon and other shows as moderator.

2014 achieved „Say You Will“ in the US Songwriting Competition and in the UK Songwriting Con-
test the final. „Au dessus des Mers“, the piano composition „Erotic Confessions“ and the song 
„I am a Zeitgeistgaga Zeitgeistbitch“, which is on the multilingual “BLJ-international” album 
(produced by René Schostak and the Valicon Studio Team) reaching also the final. 
Social engagement is an important part in Bastian Lee Jones‘s life and heart. The songwriter 
worked together with RUA_rio urban art (Director Romulo Correa) and wrote a Football World 
Cup Song 2014 called „Vamos lá!“ / „It‘s up!“. 100 % of all downloads are donated for the chil-
dren in the oldest favela of Brazil to teach reading and writing.
2016 BLJ was played on many online web radio stations. He signed with PASR Publishing and 
got published with his piano compositions on the Labels AUDIOKULT, NEOKLASSIK and Piano 
Medication and is in negotiation with a Danish label to publish his song „Wenn Du Willst“ in Den-
mark with a possible Scandinavian tour besides his invitation to play in Italy in July with the BREK 
Organization. 
His German album Bastian Lee Jones „Vatersprache“ will be released after summer, later his 
international album „BLJ-International“ with singles beforehand and its videos. It is an album 
about life itself, about love of course and about his “Coming Home” to his German Self.
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Social

http://www.facebook.com/bastianleejones
http://www.youtube.com/bastianleejones/vatersprache
https://soundcloud.com/bastianleejones/vatersprache-prelistening

Videos

wenn du willst: https://youtu.be/yk_OmmDSN2Y
blue hotel:        https://youtu.be/yk_OmmDSN2Y
zeitgeistgaga:  https://youtu.be/plKfhw-hJtY
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